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Abstract This paper inquires into two issues of Hungarian PPs. Firstly, when Hun-
garian pronouns bear an oblique case, the case marker must be followed by pos-
sessive agreement. Secondly, this pronoun-case-agreement order contrasts with the
order found in garden variety possessive structures: ordinary possessive DPs fea-
ture the order noun-agreement-case. The goal of this paper is to offer an account of
these puzzling phenomena. I argue that a PP structure in which PPs are projected
from a silent PLACE noun and the Ground is merged as the possessor of PLACE
(Terzi 2005, 2008, 2010; Botwinik-Rotem 2008; Botwinik-Rotem and Terzi 2008;
Pantcheva 2008; Cinque 2010a; Noonan 2010, and Nchare and Terzi 2014) allows an
enlightening analysis of the appearance and position of the possessive agreement in
PPs. I also discuss how certain surface differences between PPs and ordinary posses-
sive constructions can be accounted for while maintaining the possessive analysis of
PPs. By showing that a PP structure with a possessive core yields a natural account
of the intricate Hungarian data, the paper strengthens the case for a possessive-based
approach to PPs in Universal Grammar.
Keywords PP · PLACE · Oblique case · Possessive structure · Possessive agreement
1 Introduction
It is well known that the relative order of agreement markers with respect to other
morphemes shows considerable cross-linguistic variation both in the clause and
within the noun phrase (see Ouhalla 1991; Julien 2002, 2007 and Ouali 2011 for
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the clause and Moravcsik 2003 for the noun phrase, among others). This paper ex-
amines why the Hungarian NP exhibits possessive agreement > case order while the
PP shows the opposite, case > possessive agreement order.
The relevant data are as follows. In the Hungarian extended NP, the possessum
agrees for the φ-features of the pronominal possessor; the agreement precedes case
suffixes.1
(1) az
the
én
I
szem-*(em)-ben
eye-POSS.1SG-INE
‘in my eye’
Hungarian pronouns in cases other than the morphologically unmarked Nominative
must bear possessive agreement. As far as Accusative marked pronouns are con-
cerned, only first and second person pronouns bear agreement. In standard Hungar-
ian, first and second person singular pronouns do not bear an overt Accusative case
suffix; they only have the agreement marker. Some dialects, however, feature the Ac-
cusative marker in this case, too (2a). First and second person plural pronouns have
both the agreement marker and the Accusative case suffix (2b). In all cases when the
agreement marker and the Accusative case marker co-occur, the morpheme order is
as expected on the basis of (1): the case suffix follows the agreement marker.
(2) a. eng-em-(%et),
I-POSS.1SG-ACC
tég-ed-(%et),
you-POSS.2SG-ACC
o˝-t
(s)he/it-ACC
‘me, you(sg), him/her/it’
b. mi-nk-et,
we-POSS.1PL-ACC
ti-tek-et,
you-POSS.2PL-ACC
o˝-k-et
(s)he/it-PL-ACC
‘us, you(pl), them’
As for oblique marked pronouns, the case marker precedes the agreement (and pro-
nouns bear agreement in third person as well).
(3) én-benn-*(em)
I-INE-POSS.1SG
‘in me’
(4) te-hozz-*(ád)
you-ALL-POSS.2SG
‘to you’
(5) o˝-nál-*(a)
(s)he/it-ADE-POSS.3SG
‘at him/her/it’
The aim of this paper is to argue that this variation is epiphenomenal and can
be given an enlightening analysis if we assume that PPs are projected from a silent
PLACE noun. The discussion will proceed as follows. Section 2 lays out my assump-
tions about the syntax of case markers and the structure of PPs. Section 3 addresses
the problem of why possessive agreement must appear on oblique pronouns. The or-
der between oblique case suffixes and possessive agreement will be a major concern
1The paper uses the following abbreviations: ABL: Ablative case, ACC: Accusative case, ADE: Adessive
case, ALL: Allative case, DAT: Dative case, DEL: Delative case, INE: Inessive case, PL: plural, PRT: verbal
particle, PST: past tense, POSS: possessive marker, POSS.2SG: second person singular possessive agree-
ment, SUBL: Sublative case, SUP: Superessive case.
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of mine in Section 4. Some differences that exist between PPs and ordinary posses-
sive structures and so pose a potential challenge for the analysis will be accounted
for in Section 5. Section 6 compares the present account to previous alternatives. The
obligatory possessive agreement on Accusative pronouns as well as the order of that
agreement and the Accusative case are the topic of Section 7. Section 8 summarizes
the findings.
2 Background assumptions about PP structure
Recent research on the structure of case markers and adpositions converges on two
conclusions that will be important for our purposes. Firstly, non-structural case mark-
ers and adpositions belong to the same syntactic category: that of Ps (Riemsdijk and
Huybregts 2002; Asbury et al. 2007, among others). Secondly, PPs comprise multiple
functional projections, and the structure of Path Phrases is built on the structure of
Place Phrases (Jackendoff 1983; Zwarts and Winter 2000; Cinque 2010a; Den Dikken
2010; Koopman 2010; Svenonius 2010; Pantcheva 2011).
(6) Ppath > Pplace > . . .
Differing viewpoints abound about how many other projections there are besides
PathP and PlaceP and what their label is. In this paper nothing hinges on this issue, so
for the sake of simplicity I will only make use of PathP and PlaceP in the structural
representation, noting that the analysis to be proposed is entirely compatible with
further enrichment of the P heads in (6).
There is a long list of papers (including Terzi 2005, 2008, 2010; Botwinik-Rotem
2008; Botwinik-Rotem and Terzi 2008; Pantcheva 2008; Cinque 2010a; Noonan 2010
and Nchare and Terzi 2014) arguing that the PP-hierarchy is projected from a silent
noun with a place semantics (PLACE), and the Ground is merged as the possessor
of PLACE.2 This leads us to (7) as the full structure of PPs, with the Ground being
merged as the complement of the silent PLACE noun.3,4
(7)
2See also Carstens (2008:150) for the claim that Bantu locative expressions contain a silent locative noun,
“a sort of ‘place’ noun,” and Katz and Postal (1964), Kayne (2004) and Collins (2007) for a similar analysis
of here and there.
3In some languages PLACE is overt. The interested reader is encouraged to consult Cinque (2010a, fn. 5)
and Nchare and Terzi (2014) for specific examples.
4See also Aboh (2005, 2010) for arguments for a possessive relationship in PPs.
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In this structure spatial adpositions and spatial case markers realize the Place and
Path heads: those describing a static position spell out Place, while those describing
a change of position (i.e. direction or route) spell out Path (see especially Riemsdijk
and Huybregts 2002 and Asbury et al. 2007).5
3 The obligatoriness of agreement with oblique pronouns
3.1 The agreement on oblique pronouns
Hungarian has 18 case markers (see Kiefer 2000:580 for a list); these appear affixed
to the noun.
(8) az
the
asztal-nál,
table-ADE
az
the
asztal-hoz,
table-ALL
az
the
asztal-tól
table-ABL
‘at the table, to the table, from the table’
Based on the case marked forms of nouns, we expect pronouns to also take case
markers as affixes without further ado. This expectation, however, is not fulfilled.
(9) a. *én-nál,
I-ADE
*én-hoz,
I-ALL
*én-to˝l
I-ABL
‘at me, to me, from me’
b. *ti-nál,
you-ADE
*ti-hoz,
you-ALL
*ti-to˝l
you-ABL
‘at you(pl), to you(pl), from you(pl)’
Instead of (9), we get the forms in (10): the pronoun itself is optional, and there is
an obligatory agreement marker following the case marker. This agreement cross-
references the φ-features of the optional pronoun.6
(10) a. (én)-nál-am,
I-ADE-POSS.1SG
(én)-hozz-ám,
I-ALL-POSS.1SG
(én)-to˝l-em
I-ABL-POSS.1SG
‘at me, to me, from me’
b. (ti)-nál-atok,
you-ADE-POSS.2PL
(ti)-hozz-átok,
you-ALL-POSS.2PL
(ti)-to˝l-etek
you-ABL-POSS.2PL
‘at you(pl), to you(pl), from you(pl)’
In Hungarian, the possessum features agreement for the φ-features of pronomi-
nal possessors (lexical noun possessors do not trigger agreement on the possessum).
The agreement that we find on oblique pronouns is the same as the agreement on
ordinary possessums. Compare the pronominal agreement in (10) with the possessive
agreement in (11).7
5See Roy and Svenonius (2009) for arguments that the Path over Place structure also applies to adpositions
and cases with a non-spatial (temporal and causal) semantics.
6Three case markers have suppletive forms when they appear on pronouns. Two of these feature partial
suppletion: the Elative is -ból/bo˝l on lexical nouns and belo˝l on pronouns, while the Illative is -ba/be on
lexical nouns and bele on pronouns. The Superessive is the only synthetic case of the obliques, and it
undergoes total suppletion: it is -n/on/en/ön on lexical nouns and rajt on pronouns. I take this variation to
be contextually determined allomorphy.
7The definite article has two allomorphs: a appears when the next word begins with a consonant, while az
is used when the next word begins with a vowel.
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(11) a. a(z
the
én)
I
sál-am,
scarf-POSS.1SG
a(z
the
én)
I
fej-em
head-POSS.1SG
‘my scarf, my head’
b. a
the
(ti)
you
sál-atok,
scarf-POSS.2PL
a
the
(ti)
you
fej-etek
head-POSS.2PL
‘your(pl) scarf, your(pl) head’
The full paradigms of possessive agreement and agreement on oblique pronouns
are shown below. On ordinary possessed nouns, the possessive agreement is pre-
ceded by the possessive suffix8 and the plural marker. (Any overt case suffix would
follow the agreement, as already shown above.) With a third person singular posses-
sor the agreement is zero, but its presence can be detected by various tests (Bartos
1999). Possessive pronouns, including those in (12), can undergo pro-drop because
the identity of the possessor is recoverable from the agreement morpheme.
(12) agreement in ordinary possessives
a. az
the
én
I
makett-je-i-m
mockup-POSS-PL-POSS.1SG
‘my mockups’
b. a
the
te
you
makett-je-i-d
mockup-POSS-PL-POSS.2SG
‘your(sg) mockups’
c. az
the
o˝
(s)he/it
makett-je-i-∅
mockup-POSS-PL-POSS.3SG
‘his/her/its mockups’
d. a
the
mi
we
makett-je-i-nk
mockup-POSS-PL-POSS.1PL
‘our mockups’
e. a
the
ti
you
makett-je-i-tek
mockup-POSS-PL-POSS.2PL
‘your(pl) mockups’
f. az
the
o˝
(s)he/it
makett-je-i-k
mockup-POSS-PL-POSS.3PL
‘their mockups’
Case markers have the exact same agreement paradigm as in (12) with one small
caveat: cases that end in a consonant employ an overt -a/e allomorph in the third
person singular.9 In spite of this allomorphic variation, the consensus view of the
literature is that oblique pronouns bear the same agreement as the possessum.
8The role of the possessive suffix is to mark a noun as a possessum. This suffix is the exponent of the
Poss head in the structure (see Bartos 2000). Observe that the possessive suffix is invariant across different
persons and numbers, it is therefore not an agreement type of morpheme. When there is no plural marker
on the possessum, then the possessive marker and the possessive agreement would end up string-adjacent.
In this case if the possessor is first or second person, then the two suffixes are fused, and only the agreement
marker is visible on the surface. This is what happens in (11), for instance.
9All agreement suffixes exhibit vowel harmony and are preceded by a linking vowel if the preceding
morpheme ends in a consonant. These are regular phonological processes in the language.
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(13) agreement on oblique pronouns
case ends in a V
a. én
I
rá-m
SUBL-POSS.1SG
‘onto me’
b. te
you
rá-d
SUBL-POSS.2SG
‘onto you(sg)’
c. o˝
(s)he/it
rá-∅
SUBL-POSS.3SG
‘onto him/her/it’
d. mi
we
rá-nk
SUBL-POSS.3PL
‘onto us’
e. ti
you
rá-tok
SUBL-POSS.2PL
‘onto you(pl)’
f. o˝
they
rá-juk
SUBL-POSS.3PL
‘onto them’
(14) agreement on oblique pronouns
case ends in a C
a. én
I
nál-am
ADE-POSS.1SG
‘at me’
b. te
you
nál-ad
ADE-POSS.2SG
‘at you(sg)’
c. o˝
(s)he/it
nál-a
ADE-POSS.3SG
‘at him/her/it’
d. mi
we
nál-unk
ADE-POSS.1PL
‘at us’
e. ti
you
nál-atok
ADE-POSS.2PL
‘at you(pl)’
f. o˝
they
nál-uk
ADE-POSS.3PL
‘at them’
3.2 Caselike Ps are like oblique cases
In the previous section we have seen that the order of possessive agreement and
oblique case markers depends on whether these suffixes attach to a lexical noun or a
pronoun. The schematic patterns are shown in (15).
(15) a. N-Agr-Case
b. pronoun-Case-Agr
In addition to oblique case suffixes, a group of postpositions also has the curious dis-
tribution in (15). Hungarian has two types of postpositions. So-called caselike postpo-
sitions take a morphologically unmarked Ground, (16), and must immediately follow
the Ground.10 So-called case assigning postpositions take an oblique marked Ground,
(17), and do not have to immediately follow it (they can also be prepositional and may
be P-stranded).11
10These Ps have grammaticalized from nouns bearing a locative, lative, or ablative case marker. The case
suffixes in question have become obsolete and so do not productively combine with nouns anymore; native
speakers treat caselike Ps as monomorphemic words. See Dékány (2011), Hegedu˝s (2014) and Hegedu˝s
(2015) for discussion of the bimorphemic origin of these Ps.
11Caselike Ps are also known as dressed or agreeing postpositions, while case assigning Ps also go by
the names case-governing, naked or non-agreeing postpositions. All of these labels, including the ones
mentioned in the main text, are established in the literature, cf. Marácz (1989), Payne and Chisarik (2000),
Asbury (2008), Dékány (2011), Hegedu˝s (2006, 2013).
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(16) a
the
fal
wall
alatt
under
‘under the wall’
(17) a
the
fal-on
wall-SUP
át
through
‘through the wall’
Caselike postpositions share all syntactic properties of case markers, and differ
from them only in their morphological integration into the noun: case markers are
bound morphemes, while caselike postpositions are free morphemes. There is a fair
amount of consensus by now that caselike postpositions and case markers belong
to the same word class (Kenesei 1992; Marácz 1986; É. Kiss 1999, 2002; Asbury
et al. 2007; Asbury 2008; Dékány 2011; Hegedu˝s 2013; Dékány and Hegedu˝s 2015).
Some call this class K, and view adpositions as morphologically free case markers,
while others take this class to be P, viewing case markers as morphologically bound
postpositions. In either case, case markers and caselike postpositions are two sides of
the same coin.
In this light, it is perhaps not surprising that the simple juxtaposition of pronouns
and caselike postpositions is just as ungrammatical as the simple juxtaposition of
pronouns an oblique case markers.
(18) a. *én
I
alatt,
under
*én
I
alá,
under.to
*én
I
alól
under.from
‘under me, to under me, from under me’
b. *ti
you
alatt,
under
*ti
you
alá,
under.to
*ti
you
alól
under.from
‘under you(pl), to under you(pl), from under you(pl)’
Instead of (18) we get (19): the pronoun is optional, and there is obligatory possessive
agreement following the postposition.
(19)
a. (én)
I
alatt-am,
under-POSS.1SG,
(én)
I
alá-m,
under.to-POSS.1SG
(én)
I
alól-am
under.from-POSS.1SG
‘under me, to under me, from under me’
b. (ti)
you
alatt-atok,
under-POSS.2PL,
(ti)
you
alá-tok,
under.to-POSS.2PL
ti
you
alól-atok
under.from-POSS.2PL
‘under you(pl), to under you(pl), from under you(pl)’
The facts in (10) and (19) pose four questions. The pronoun is supposed to be the
stem to which the case suffix attaches, so why is it optional? Why is the agreement
obligatory? Why is it the same agreement as that of the possessum? Why is it that in
(10) and (19) the case precedes the agreement, while in ordinary possessive structures
such as (20) it follows the agreement?
(20) az
the
én
I
sál-am-hoz,
scarf-POSS.1SG-ALL
a
the
ti
you
fej-etek-to˝l
head-POSS.2SG-ABL
‘to my scarf, from your(pl) head’
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We will address these questions in Section 3.4. In order to lay the groundwork for
the analysis, in the following section we will establish that possessive agreement is
only one of the similarities between possessive constructions and pronouns bearing
an oblique case or caselike P.
3.3 Possessive-like properties of oblique PPs and caselike Ps beyond agreement
In this subsection I will survey three parallelisms that hold between PPs and ordinary
possessive constructions beyond the presence of possessive agreement. The first sim-
ilarity concerns the shape of the 3PL pronoun, o˝k. ˝Ok is transparently composed of
the 3SG pronoun o˝ and the ordinary plural marker -k. It triggers plural agreement on
the predicate, as expected.
(21) o˝-*(k)
(s)he/it-PL
ír-nak/magas-ak
write-3PL/tall-3PL
‘they write/are tall’
When the 3PL pronoun serves as an unmarked possessor, a so-called anti-agreement
effect arises. ˝Ok is obligatorily replaced by its singular counterpart, o˝, and the plural-
ity of the possessor is indicated only by the possessive agreement on the possessum.
(22) az
the
o˝-(*k)
(s)he/it-PL
kard-juk
sword-POSS.3PL
‘their sword’
3PL pronouns bearing an oblique case or a caselike P are also obligatorily replaced
by the singular form, o˝, and the plurality of the pronominal Ground is indicated only
by the possessive agreement following the case (23) or the adposition (24).
(23) o˝-(*k)
(s)he/it-PL
hozzá-juk
ALL-POSS.3PL
‘to them’
(24) o˝-(*k)
(s)he/it-PL
alatt-uk
under-POSS.3PL
‘under them’
The second similarity holds between ‘discontinuous possessives’ and ‘disconti-
nuous PPs’. Ordinary possessors may be either morphologically unmarked or Dative
marked (25). The possessum agrees only with pronominal possessors; if the possessor
is a lexical noun, only the so-called possessive suffix is present.
(25) a. a
the
lány-ok
girl-PL
ajándék-a
gift-POSS
‘the girls’ gift’
b. a
the
lány-ok-nak
girl-PL-DAT
az
the
ajándék-a
gift-POSS
‘the girls’ gift’
Of the two types of possessors, the Dative possessor may appear separated from the
possessum, too. If the external Dative possessor is a plural lexical noun, then the
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possessum may show either singular of plural agreement.12
(26) a. A
the
lány-ok-nak
girl-PL-DAT
meg-jött
PRT-came
az
the
ajándék-a.
gift-POSS.3SG
‘The girls’ gift has arrived.’ 3SG agreement
b. A
the
lány-ok-nak
girl-PL-DAT
meg-jött
PRT-came
az
the
ajándék-uk.
gift-POSS.3PL
‘The girls’ gift has arrived.’ 3PL agreement
As for discontinuous PPs, caselike Ps must be in the immediately postnominal posi-
tion (27) and they disallow P-stranding (28).
(27) (*elo˝tt)
in.front.of
szinte
almost
(*elo˝tt)
in.front.of
a
the
lány-ok
girl-PL
(*szinte)
almost
elo˝tt
in.front.of
‘almost in front of the girls’
(28) a. *Mari
Mary
elo˝tt
in.front.of
men-t
go-PST.3SG
a
the
lány-ok.
girl-PL
‘Mary went in front of the girls.’
b. *A
the
LÁNY-OK
girl-PL
men-t
go-PST.3SG
Mari
Mary
elo˝tt.
in.front.of
‘It was the girls that Mary went in front of.’
However, a special, marked construction, one that resembles the external possessive
construction in (26), makes it possible for the caselike P to be separated from the
Ground. For this to happen, the Ground must bear Dative case and the P must show
agreement (Marácz 1984; É. Kiss 1998; Surányi 2009a,b; Rákosi and Laczkó 2011;
Rákosi 2012). Agreement with a plural Ground may be either singular or plural.
(29) a. Mari
Mary
elo˝tt-e
in.front.of-POSS.3SG
men-t
go-PST.3SG
a
the
lány-ok-nak.
girl-PL-DAT
‘Mary went in front of the girls.’
b. Mari
Mary
elo˝tt-ük
in.front.of-POSS.3PL
men-t
go-PST.3SG
a
the
lány-ok-nak.
girl-PL-DAT
‘Mary went in front of the girls.’
What is common to the external possessive construction and discontinuous PPs is that
surface non-constituency requires Dative case and allows agreement possibilities that
are disallowed under surface adjacency.13 I will come back to the analysis of these
constructions in Section 5.2.
12Den Dikken (1999) argues that (26a) features default agreement on the possessum, while in (26b) there
is a resumptive pro possessor inside the DP and there is regular agreement on the possessum. I will return
to these data in Section 5.2. For a recent discussion of Hungarian external possessives, see É. Kiss (2014).
13Case markers may also appear in discontinuous PPs. In this case, however, a reduplication-like structure
arises: the case marker appears both on the Ground and in a second position that is separated from the
Ground (É. Kiss 2002; Surányi 2009b; Rákosi 2014). Just like with separated caselike Ps, separated case
markers must bear agreement and may show either singular or plural agreement with plural nouns.
(i) a. Mari
Mary
hozz-á
ALL-POSS.3SG
ér-t
touch-PST.3SG
a
the
lány-ok-hoz.
girl-PL-DAT
‘Mary touched the girls.’
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The third similarity between possessive structures and PPs is that both pronom-
inal possessors and pronominal Grounds can undergo pro-drop. (30) shows this for
possessors, (31) for oblique case markers and (32) for caselike Ps.
(30) az
the
én
I
szem-em-ben
eye-POSS.1SG-INE
/
/
a
the
szem-em-ben
eye-POSS.1SG-INE
both: ‘in my eye’
(31) a. én-benn-em,
I-INE-POSS.1SG
te-hozz-ád,
you-ALL-POSS.2SG
o˝-nál-a
(s)he/it-ADE-POSS.3SG
‘in me, to you, at him/her/it’
b. benn-em,
INE-POSS.1SG
hozz-ád,
ALL-POSS.2SG
nál-a
ADE-POSS.3SG
‘in me, to you, at him/her/it’
(32) én-alatt-am
I-under-POSS.1SG
/
/
alatt-am
under-POSS.1SG
both: ‘under me’
To summarize, the similarities between possessive structures and PPs go beyond the
presence of possessive agreement. In the following section I will put forth an analysis
that can account for these parallels.
3.4 PP agreement is agreement between PLACE and the Ground
As discussed in Section 3.2, the possessive agreement in Hungarian PPs poses four
questions. The pronoun is supposed to be the stem to which the case suffix attaches,
so why is it optional? Why is the agreement obligatory? Why is it the same agree-
ment as that of the possessum? Why is it that in PPs the case precedes the agree-
ment (pronoun-case-agreement), while in ordinary possessive structures it follows
the agreement (N-agreement-case)? I propose that the PP-structure in (7), repeated
here as (33), offers a solution to all of these questions.
(33)
(33) involves an underlying possessive structure for PPs: PPs are projected from a
silent PLACE noun, and the Ground, the element with respect to which the Figure
b. Mari
Mary
hozzá-juk
ALL-POSS.3PL
ér-t
touch-PST.3SG
a
the
lány-ok-hoz.
girl-PL-DAT
‘Mary touched the girls.’
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is located, is merged as the possessor of PLACE. Case markers and caselike Ps that
express a state are in the Pplace head, while those expressing a change of state are in
the Ppath head.14
As a specific example, consider (34). Here the pronoun én ‘I’ is the Ground. It is
therefore merged as the possessor of PLACE. The PLACE nominal is silent, which is
signaled by ∅. The case marker and the caselike P express a state (a static location),
therefore they are housed in the P(P lace) head (35).15
(34) a. (én)-nál-am
I-ADE-POSS.1SG
‘at me’
b. (én)
I
alatt-am
under-POSS.1SG
‘under me’
(35)
The reason why there is obligatory possessive agreement on pronouns bearing
an oblique case or a caselike P is that in Hungarian the possessum agrees with its
pronominal possessor. As PLACE in (35) is a possessum, it agrees with its posses-
sor if the possessor is a pronoun. The possessor of PLACE is the Ground, so PLACE
shows φ-feature agreement with a pronominal Ground. The structure of ordinary
possessive constructions that (35) is modeled on will be taken up in detail in Sec-
tion 4.1. I will return to the syntactic position of the agreement marker in PPs in
Section 4.2.16
14A reviewer asks how case assigning Ps fit into the picture in (33). These Ps subcategorize for an oblique
case marker (Superessive, Allative or Instrumental) and are thus higher in the extended PP structure than
oblique cases or caselike Ps (Hegedu˝s 2006, 2013; Dékány 2011). They are also projected from a silent
PLACE noun with the Ground merged as the possessor of PLACE, but compared to (33), they involve
additional structure at the top of the PP.
PPs headed by case assigning Ps also obligatorily feature possessive agreement if the Ground is a
personal pronoun. The agreement appears after the subcategorized oblique case (as is normal for oblique
cases) rather than on the P itself. This is illustrated in (i) with közel ‘close to’, a case assigning P that
subcategorizes for the Allative case.
(i) (én)-hozz-ám
I-ALL-POSS.1SG
közel
close.to
‘close to me’
15In the syntactic representations I use head-final structures for functional projections that host suffixes.
One could, however, also derive the suffixal nature of these heads by positing head-first structures across
the board plus a series of phrasal movements that bring together stems and suffixal functional heads.
16PPs and possessive constructions have a lot in common cross-linguistically. Adpositional elements that
show possessive agreement with the Ground also exist in several Uralic languages such as Khanty (Niko-
laeva 1999:36), Mansi (Riese 2001:35) and Tundra Nenets (Nikolaeva 2014:ch. 8). Some Tzeltal (Mayan)
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The structure in (35) easily accounts for why the pronoun is optional in (34).
Pronominal possessors in Hungarian routinely undergo pro-drop. This is possible
because the possessum agrees with a pronominal possessor, so the unpronounced
possessor is recoverable from the agreement. In (34) the pronoun is merged as a
possessor, and so it may undergo pro-drop like possessors of ordinary nouns.
To summarize, adopting a possessive structure for Hungarian PPs immediately ac-
counts for three of the four mysteries listed above. Firstly, agreement is obligatory
on pronouns bearing an oblique case or caselike postposition because the Ground
pronoun is merged as a possessor of PLACE, and Hungarian features agreement with
pronominal possessors. Secondly, the agreement in the relevant structures is the same
as possessive agreement because PPs involve a possessive structure. Thirdly, the pro-
noun is optional because as a possessor it may undergo regular pro-drop. The real
stem of the case marker or caselike P is not the pronoun, but PLACE.
The different behavior of pronouns and lexical nouns in oblique PPs also follows
from the account without auxiliary assumptions. We have seen that pronouns with an
oblique case or caselike P are optional, and there is obligatory agreement in these PPs.
These properties do not carry over to lexical nouns with an oblique case or caselike P.
The noun and the case or caselike P are simply juxtaposed, the noun is not optional,
and there is no agreement.
(36) a. János-nál,
John-ADE
János-hoz,
John-ALL
János-tól
John-ABL
‘at John, to John, from John’
b. az
the
autó-n,
car-SUP,
az
the
autó-ra,
car-SUBL
az
the
autó-ról
car-DEL
‘on the car, onto the car, from (on) the car’
The lexical nouns in (36) are merged as possessors of PLACE.
(37)
The possessum does not agree with lexical noun possessors in Hungarian, there-
fore PLACE does not agree with a lexical noun Ground. In absence of an agreement
Ps are prefixed by the possessive marker (Svenonius 2006), and Welsh prepositions take possessive clitics
(a cross-Celtic pattern, cf. Borsley et al. 2007). The Ground NP is marked identically to possessors in
many languages (see Dékány 2011:139 for a list). The discussion of these languages lies outside the scope
of this paper. Importantly, beyond the morphological similarities, Hungarian PPs also show syntactic par-
allels with possessive constructions, and the variation in the order of case and possessive agreement also
needs to be addressed.
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marker, lexical noun possessors must have an overt realization, so the lexical nouns
in (36) cannot remain covert.
The fourth question with regard to oblique cases and caselike Ps is how to capture
the variation in morpheme order between ordinary possessive noun phrases (noun-
agreement-case) and PPs (pronoun-case-agreement). I take up this issue in the next
section.
4 Deriving the variation in morpheme order
I propose that understanding how the surface word order of ordinary possessive struc-
tures is derived in Hungarian provides the key to understanding the morpheme order
variation between case markers/caselike postpositions and possessive agreement. In
this section I will first map out the underlying structure of ordinary possessives and
the movements that derive the surface word order of these constructions (Section 4.1).
Then I turn to PPs, and show how the possessive analysis can derive the pronoun-
case-agreement order for oblique pronouns (Section 4.2) and the noun-agreement-
case order for oblique marked R-expressions (Section 4.3).
4.1 The structure of ordinary possessive noun phrases
A schematic base-generated structure of ordinary possessive constructions is given in
(38). FP stands for functional projection, the role of which will become clear below.
(38)
The noun phrase with the possessor role is merged as a complement to the pos-
sessum.17 NP is dominated by PossP. The Poss head hosts the possessive marker
-(j)a/(j)e (see Szabolcsi 1994; Bartos 1999, 2000; É. Kiss 2002). PossP is dominated
by a phonologically null functional head, which I will call F. The specifier of F hosts
the (morphologically unmarked) possessor in its specifier. The possessive agreement
17There are differing viewpoints about what the base position of the possessor is in Hungarian. Szabolcsi
and Laczkó (1992), Szabolcsi (1994) and Bartos (1999) take it to originate in a specifier, É. Kiss (2000)
and É. Kiss (2002) assume that it can be merged either as a complement or as a specifier (see also Szabolcsi
1992 for the complement view), while Den Dikken (1999) argues that it is merged below the possessum in
a predication structure. I will adopt the complement analysis here, noting that nothing crucial in this paper
hinges on this choice. See also Botwinik-Rotem (2008), Botwinik-Rotem and Terzi (2008), Pantcheva
(2008), Noonan (2010) and Nchare and Terzi (2014) for analyses in which the possessor of PLACE is a
complement.
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features, which cross-reference the φ-features of pronominal possessors, are bundled
together with the F head.18 The FP, hosting the agreement marker, may be embedded
under a DP projection.
As a specific example, consider (39). The underlying structure of this example is
given in (40).
(39) az
the
én
I
toll-a-i-m-at
pen-POSS-PL-POSS.1SG-ACC
‘my pens’
(40)
The surface structure involves movement of the possessor to a position on the left
periphery of the DP: to spec, FP if the possessor is morphologically unmarked,19 and
to a DP or KP-adjoined position if the possessor is Dative marked. For now, we will
only be interested in morphologically unmarked possessors, and will come back to
Dative marked possessors in Section 5.
18In the previous literature FP was standardly labeled as AgrP for ‘agreement phrase.’ The main reason
why I am not adopting this label here is that Bartos (1999) has convincingly shown that lexical noun pos-
sessors do not elicit agreement on the possessum (see also É. Kiss 2002). (This case is to be distinguished
from a phonologically zero agreement, which surfaces with pronominal third person singular possessors.)
Therefore when the possessor is a lexical noun, it becomes clear that the phrase that hosts the (morpho-
logically unmarked) possessor in its specifier cannot be projected by the agreement features, which are
not present in the structure. This conclusion is also supported by the overall approach to agreement in the
Minimalist Program, which has done away with Agreement Phrases. It must be emphasized, however, that
the main reason why I do not adopt the AgrP label is empirical rather than theoretical.
19Morphologically unmarked possessors can be taken to bear Nominative case or to be caseless. For our
purposes, it is immaterial which analysis is right (the interested reader is encouraged to consult Den Dikken
1999 and Dékány 2015 on this matter).
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(41)
In the next section I will turn to the structure of PPs and show that assuming that
they have a possessive core provides a principled way of deriving the pronoun-case-
agreement order.
4.2 The order pronoun-case-agreement in PPs
Let us now examine the possessive agreement in PPs. (42) is a relevant example, with
a pronoun bearing an oblique case and an agreement marker.
(42) (én)-nál-am
I-ADE-POSS.1SG
‘at me’
The underlying structure of this example is (43). The pronoun that functions as the
Ground (én) is merged as a possessor of PLACE. (The tree in (43) does not have
a PossP. We will return to the status of PossP in PPs in Section 5.) The Adessive
oblique expresses a static location (‘at’), hence it is located in the Place head. Place is
dominated by FP; the head of this projection hosts the agreement features that cross-
reference the φ-features of pronominal possessors (i.e. pronominal Grounds), while
its specifier serves as the landing site of the possessor (the Ground én).
(43)
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Like in ordinary possessive structures, the morphologically unmarked possessor
undergoes movement to spec, FP. This yields (44) as the surface order.
(44)
In (44), the noun that the case suffix truly belongs to is the silent PLACE. How-
ever, as PLACE has no overt pronunciation, the case suffix leans onto the clos-
est overt element to its left. This element is the Ground, and so the case ap-
pears suffixed to the Ground, én.20 I will now turn to ordinary possessive con-
structions and show that their morpheme order, too, falls out from the present ap-
proach.
4.3 The order noun-agreement-case in DPs
Let us now examine why the order of the case marker and the agreement is reversed
in ordinary possessive structures such as (45).
20This is in accordance with the general rules of Hungarian nominal morphology. Whenever the
noun is unpronounced but its affixes are overt, those suffixes lean onto the rightmost overt el-
ement in the noun phrase and appear as suffixes of that element. Observe this phenomenon
for the Accusative case suffix in (i) and the plural suffix in (ii). Note that the presence or
absence (and in the latter case, the quality) of the linking vowel is determined by the host
of the suffix, i.e. the last overt element in the noun phrase. The interested reader is encour-
aged to consult Laczkó (2007) and Lipták and Saab (2014, 2016) for analyses of this phe-
nomenon.
(i) a. négy
four
szép
nice
nagy
big
ház-at
house-ACC
‘four nice big houses’
b. négy
four
szép
nice
nagy-(ház)-ot
big-house-ACC
‘four nice big ones’
c. négy
four
szép-(nagy ház)-et
nice-big house-ACC
‘four nice ones’
d. négy-(szép nagy ház)-et
four-nice big house-ACC
‘four ones’
(ii) a. a
the
szép
nice
fehér
white
ház-ak
house-PL
‘the nice white houses’
b. a
the
szép
nice
fehér-(ház)-ek
white-house-PL
‘the nice white ones’
c. a
the
szép-(fehér ház)-ek
nice-white house-PL
‘the nice ones’
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(45) az
the
én
I
sál-am-nál
scarf-POSS.1SG-ADE
‘at my scarf’
We will begin the discussion with the simplest scenario: when the Ground is a
lexical noun, and there is no agreement marker present in the string, as in (46). Once
the structure of such examples is in place, we will return to the more complex cases
like (45).
(46) a
the
sál-nál
scarf-ADE
‘at the scarf’
The structure of (46) is given in (47). As before, the Ground (here the noun
phrase projected by the noun sál ‘scarf’) is merged as the possessor of PLACE,
and it later undergoes displacement to the specifier of FP. The reader will re-
call that the possessum agrees only with pronominal possessors, and there is no
agreement between the possessum and a lexical possessor. In (47), the possessor
is a lexical noun, so there is no agreement between it and the possessum PLACE.
That is, F does not bear agreement features in this case (marked with ∅ in the
tree).
(47)
We can now return to the more complex case in (45), repeated here as (48).
(48) az
the
én
I
sál-am-nál
scarf-POSS.1SG-ADE
‘at my scarf’
In this case, the Ground is the noun phrase az én sálam ‘my scarf’; this is the entity
with respect to which the Figure is located. What this means is that in this case the
Ground is itself a possessive NP: within the noun phrase projected by sál ‘scarf’, there
is a pronominal possessor, én, ‘I’, and agreement with that pronominal possessor. The
internal structure of the Ground is shown in (49).
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(49)
Within the PP in (48), (49) is merged as the possessor of PLACE.
(50)
In (50), the possessor is a lexical noun (phrase) rather than a pronoun, so PLACE
does not agree with it. This is why there are no agreement features on F and so no
agreement follows the case marker.
The upshot of the proposed analysis is that the agreement suffixes in (51) and (52)
reflect two different possessive relationships.
(51) (én)-nál-am
I-ADE-POSS.1SG
‘at me’
(52) az
the
én
I
sál-am-nál
scarf-POSS.1SG-ADE
‘at my scarf’
The agreement in (51) reflects the agreement between PLACE and the pronominal
Ground. In other words, this agreement ‘belongs to’ the PP. In (52), on the other
hand, the agreement reflects a possessive relationship internal to the Ground. The
morpheme order variation is thus epiphenomenal: the agreement in (51) and (52)
have different functions and belong to different nouns (the one in (51) belongs to
PLACE, while the one in (52) belongs to sál, the noun projecting the Ground).
The analysis presented above means that there are potentially two different posi-
tions where possessive agreement can be found in PPs: one internally to the Ground
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DP, and one in the projection of PLACE. In principle, we should see these two agree-
ments co-occur, as schematized in (53).
(53) [Ground N-agreement ] PLACE-case-agreement
Specific examples like (53), however, do not materialize, as the possessum agrees
only with pronominal possessors. Suppose the Ground is a personal pronoun. Then
there will be agreement between the pronoun and the PLACE noun, and it will appear
after the case marker. However, there will not be possessive agreement within the
DP projected by the pronoun (i.e. no agreement internal to the Ground). If, on the
other hand, the Ground is a referential noun (which can have a complex internal
structure containing a possessor and possessive agreement), then the PLACE noun
will not agree for the Ground’s φ-features, and so no agreement will appear after
the case marker. The two agreement markers thus cannot co-occur for independent
reasons.
5 Some differences between ordinary possessive structures and PPs and
the nature of PLACE
In the preceding sections I argued that the Ground is merged as a possessor of PLACE.
In this section I will discuss the properties of PLACE and address the question of how
two differences between PPs and ordinary possessive structures can be accounted for
in the present proposal.
5.1 The nature of PLACE
I argued in line with much recent work that PPs are projected from PLACE, a silent
noun. As often noted in the literature, the properties of PLACE are not fully identical
to those of its overt counterpart, the common noun place. Similarly, in languages such
as Shupamem21 that may use overt manifestations of PLACE in the form of locative
nouns, these locative nouns are homophonous with ordinary nouns but have some-
what different properties from them (Nchare and Terzi 2014; see also Svenonius’
2006 discussion of the use of top or front as ordinary nouns and as parts of locative
expressions). In particular, while common nouns are modified by adjectives and def-
inite determiners, PLACE and overt locative nouns do not admit such modifiers: they
are modified by Place, Path or Degree. I illustrate this below with Hungarian PPs.
(54) a. *én
I
jó-(PLACE)-nál-am
good-PLACE-ADE-POSS.1SG
intended: ‘at this good place of mine’
b. *ez
this
én-(PLACE)-nál-am
I-PLACE-ADE-POSS.1SG
intended: ‘at this my place of mine’
21Shupamem is a Grassfields Bantu language. See Nchare (2012) for a grammatical description.
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It is generally conceded that while PPs have nominal properties, they are less
‘nouny’ than garden variety nouns. I will adopt the idea in Nchare and Terzi
(2014) that this is because PLACE (and its overt manifestations in the languages that
have them) is a ‘light’ or grammatical noun (see also Collins 2007). Light nouns
are less lexical and referential than ordinary nouns and depend on a higher func-
tional head for licensing and interpretation. In the case of PPs, this higher head
is Place. That PLACE is less lexical than ordinary referential nouns accounts for
why it cannot be modified by the same types of elements as the latter, as Nchare
and Terzi argue. The less referential character of PLACE, I suggest, also accounts
for why it cannot be referred back to the way garden variety referential nouns
can.
Some researchers also argue that in spite of having a nominal core, the hierarchy
of nominal functional heads in PPs is structurally deficient: Collins (2007) proposes
that PLACE projects an impoverished structure, and Aboh (2010) argues that the pos-
sessive core of PPs is a truncated structure. If this is indeed on the right track, it likely
follows from the less referential, light noun character of PLACE. In the next para-
graphs, I will discuss how some differences between PPs and ordinary possessive
constructions might follow from the former having a reduced nominal structure. At
the same time, I will show that the differences are not as sharp as they might seem at
first sight: under specific circumstances, ordinary possessive structures with a lexical
noun possessum pattern with PPs in the relevant respects.
5.2 The case of the possessor
The first difference between PPs and garden variety possessive phrases concerns the
case of the possessor. Ordinary possessors in Hungarian may be either Dative marked
or morphologically unmarked (Szabolcsi and Laczkó 1992; Szabolcsi 1994; Laczkó
1995; Bartos 2000; É. Kiss 2002:ch. 7, a.o.). This is shown in (55a) for pronouns and
in (55b) for referential nouns.
(55) a. [(én)-nek-em
I-DAT-POSS.1SG
a]
the
/
/
[az
the
én]
I
sál-am
scarf-POSS.1SG
‘my scarf’
b. [a
the
sál-nak
scarf-DAT
a]
the
/
/
[a
the
sál]
scarf
rojt-ja
thrum-POSS
‘the scarf’s thrum’
It appears to be the case, however, that the Ground may only be a morphologically
unmarked possessor. If it could be a Dative possessor, too, then we would expect that
the Dative case marker would be able to appear between the Ground and oblique case
markers, contrary to fact.
(56) a. *én-nek-nál-am
I-DAT-ADE-POSS.1SG
‘at me’
b. *sál-nak-nál
scarf-DAT-ADE
‘at the scarf’
The structure of the hypothetical (56a) is shown in (57).
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(57)
If the Ground is a possessor in the structure, why can it not bear Dative case? In the
next paragraphs I will sketch two paths to an explanation that seem plausible.
Firstly, contrary to what is suggested by (57), Dative marked and unmarked pos-
sessors are not in the same structural position. Dative possessors are on the left edge
of the DP: they precede the definite article and no DP-internal material can precede
them. Unmarked possessors, on the other hand, are in a lower structural position,
below D. Observe how the Dative possessor precedes and the unmarked possessor
follows the definite article of the possessum in (55a). If light nouns indeed project a
deficient nominal structure, then we can understand the lack of Dative possessors as
non-projection of (or lack of licensing for) the phrase that hosts these possessors on
the DP’s left periphery.
At the same time, (56) does not make it necessary to appeal to structural impover-
ishment. On closer inspection it turns out that case marking on Hungarian possessors
is more nuanced than it appears at first sight. Ordinary possessors may indeed be
either morphologically unmarked or Dative marked, and there is no semantic differ-
ence between the two types of possessors. However, under certain conditions the case
marking of the possessor may be restricted.
What is important for our purposes is that in certain types of possessive structures
the possessor must be unmarked. These are (i) possessors in a descriptive possessive
relationship (also called explicative Genitive construction), i.e. the city of Paris, the
festival of Twelfth Night type of possessives, (58), (ii) possessors of numerals, as in
English hundreds of people, (59), and (iii) temporal possessors, as in English this
week’s discoveries, (60).22
(58) Budapest
Budapest
/
/
*[Budapest-nek
Budapest-DAT
a]
the
város-a
city-POSS
‘the city of Budapest’
(59) ember-ek
man-PL
/
/
(?)*[ember-ek-nek
man-PL-DAT
az]
the
ezr-e-i
thousand-POSS-PL
‘thousands of people’
22For the sake of completeness, I note here that there are also types of possessive relationships in which
the possessor must be Dative marked. Demonstrative pronouns, the indefinite interrogative pronouns ki
‘who’ and mi ‘what’, and relative pronouns are all ungrammatical as unmarked possessors. See Bartos
(2001) and Den Dikken and Dékány (to appear) for possible analyses.
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(60) a
the
hét
week
/
/
[*a
the
hét-nek
week-DAT
a]
the
kép-e
picture-POSS
‘the picture of the week’
There is no significant contribution in the literature on why the Dative possessor is
impossible (58) through (60), and it is difficult to see what the common denominator
to these possessive phrases is. The property that the restriction makes reference to
appears to be different in all three cases. In (58) it is the identity relationship that
holds between the possessor and the possessum that is crucial. In (59) the restriction
makes reference to the word class of the possessum, while in (60) the restriction is
due to the denotation of the possessor. These restrictions on the case marking of the
possessor remain one of the most poorly understood aspects of Hungarian nominal
syntax.
The impossibility of Dative marking on the Ground may very well be similar to
what we see in (58)–(60). If so, then the restriction on possessor case in PPs must
be rooted in the possessum (as both personal pronouns and referential nouns can
be either unmarked or Dative marked possessors with an ordinary noun possessum).
That is, Dative possessors are disallowed when the possessum is PLACE. We see a
similar restriction when the possessum is a numeral (59). PLACE and numerals have
in common that they both have nominal properties but are less ‘nouny’ than ordinary
referential nouns. It is possible that this property is directly responsible for the lack of
Dative possessors, but I leave this matter for further research. What is important for
our purposes is that genuine possessors can be excluded from the Dative possessor
position under certain circumstances.
As already mentioned in Section 3.3, the Ground may bear Dative case under
special circumstances, though. For this to happen, it must appear PP-externally, and
if it bears plural marking, the agreement on the P can be either singular or plural.
(61) Mari
Mary
elo˝tt-e
in.front.of-POSS.3SG
/
/
elo˝tt-ük
in.front.of-POSS.3PL
men-t
go-PST.3SG
a
the
lány-ok-nak.
girl-PL-DAT
‘Mary went in front of the girls.’
This pattern is very similar to what we see in discontinuous ordinary possessive con-
structions: an external possessor is always Dative marked, and if it bears plural mark-
ing, the agreement on the possessum can be singular or plural.
(62) A
the
lány-ok-nak
girl-PL-DAT
meg-jött
PRT-came
a
the
könyv-e
book-POSS.3SG
/
/
könyv-ük.
book-POSS.3PL
‘The girls’ book has arrived.’
Den Dikken (1999) suggests that in (62) the possessor is generated externally to the
DP. The singular agreement on the possessum is default agreement, while plural
agreement arises when the external possessor binds a DP-internal plural pro pos-
sessor. I suggest to extend this analysis to the PP cases in (61). The Dative marked
Ground is a Dative possessor generated outside of the PP. The PP is projected from
the silent PLACE. PLACE is topped of by PlaceP housing the adposition, and FP host-
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ing the agreement is projected above PlaceP (see also examples (43) and (44)). The
agreement is singular when no possessor is merged with PLACE and FP gets a default
value, while agreement is plural when a (plural) resumptive pro possessor bound by
the external possessor is merged with PLACE.
(63) [FP [PlaceP [ PLACE ] elo˝tt ] -e ] . . . Ground+Dat
(64) [FP [PlaceP [ PLACE proi ] elo˝tt ] -ük ] . . . Ground+Dati
In the following section we will see how the absence of the possessive marker can
also be accounted for.
5.3 The possessive marker
The second difference between ordinary possessives and PPs concerns the possessive
suffix: it is present in the former but appears to be absent in the latter type of struc-
ture. I will argue that this plausibly follows from the fact that PLACE is silent: the
possessive marker disappears with a silenced ordinary noun possessum as well.
The possessive suffix is fused with the agreement if the possessum is singular and
the possessor is a first or second person pronoun. Observe the lack of the possessive
marker in (65).
(65) az
the
én
I
kalap-om,
hat-POSS.1SG
a
the
te
you
kalap-od,
hat-POSS.2SG
a
the
mi
we
kalap-unk,
hat-POSS.1PL
a
the
ti
you
kalap-otok
hat-POSS.2PL
‘my hat, your(sg) hat, our hat, your(pl) hat’
This fact could explain why we see only an agreement marker but no possessive
suffix on first and second person pronouns with an oblique case or caselike P (66).
(66) a. én-benn-em,
I-INE-POSS.1SG
te-benn-ed,
you-INE-POSS.2SG
mi-benn-ünk,
we-INE-POSS.1PL
ti-benn-etek
you-INE-POSS.2PL
‘in me, in you(sg), in us, in you(pl)’
b. én
I
mellett-em,
next.to-POSS.1SG
te
you
mellett-ed,
next.to-POSS.2SG
mi
we
mellett-ünk,
next.to-POSS.1PL
ti
you
mellett-etek
next.to-POSS.2PL
‘next to me, next to you(sg), next to us, next to you(pl)’
However, in ordinary possessives with a third person singular possessor the posses-
sive marker does not fuse together with the agreement (arguably because the agree-
ment is zero), and so the possessive marker is visible even with a singular posses-
sum (67).
(67) az
the
o˝
(s)he/it
kalap-ja-∅
hat-POSS-POSS.3SG
‘his/her/its hat’
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Furthermore, the possessive suffix is also always visible on the possessum when
the possessor is a lexical noun: as the possessum does not agree with lexical posses-
sors, the possessive suffix could not possibly fuse with the agreement in this case (68).
(68) János
John
kalap-ja
hat-POSS
‘John’s hat’
In light of this, we might expect the possessive marker to show up on third person
singular pronouns and lexical nouns with an oblique case or caselike P. This, however,
is not the case.23
(69) a. o˝-benn-e,
(s)he/it-INE-POSS.3SG
*o˝-benn-e-je,
(s)he/it-INE-POSS.3SG-POSS
*o˝-benn-je-e
(s)he/it-INE-POSS-POSS.3SG
‘in him/her/it’
b. o˝
(s)he/it
alatt-e,
next.to-POSS.3SG
*o˝
(s)he/it
alatt-je-e,
next.to-POSS-POSS.3SG
*o˝
(s)he/it
alatt-e-je
next.to-POSS.3SG-POSS
‘next to him/her/it’
(70) a. János-ban,
John-INE
*János-ban-ja,
John-INE-POSS
*János-ja-ban
John-POSS-INE
‘in John’
b. János
John
mellett,
next.to
*János
John
mellett-je
next.to-POSS
‘next to John’
There might be two reasons for this. Firstly, as mentioned before, the light noun
PLACE may project a structurally deficient noun phrase. If so, then it is likely that (for
speakers who disallow the examples in fn. 23), PossP is not projected in PPs to begin
with. This would straightforwardly account for the lack of the possessive marker.
However, the pattern can also be explained without assuming that PLACE projects
an impoverished structure. To wit, it is possible that the Poss head is present in the
structure but it does not receive an overt lexicalization. It can be shown independently
of PPs that the overtness of the possessive marker is dependent on the overtness of
the possessum. An overt possessum requires an overt possessive marker (71).
23Dialectally we do find -ja/je on 3SG pronouns with an oblique case or with caselike P (É. Kiss 1998;
Rákosi 2012). This happens with cases/caselike Ps ending in a vowel. No -ja/je is found with cases/caselike
Ps ending in a consonant, or on lexical nouns with an oblique case or caselike P.
(i) a. (o˝)
(s)he/it
rá-ja,
SUBL-POSS
(o˝)
(s)he/it
hozzá-ja
ALL-POSS
‘onto him/her/it, to him/her/it’
b. mellé-je,
to.next.to-POSS
alá-ja
to.under-POSS
‘to next to him/her/it, to under
him/her/it’
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(71) a
the
ti
you
kalap-ja-i-tok
hat-POSS-PL-POSS.2PL
‘your(pl) hats’
When the possessum is elided, however, then the possessive marker cannot be overt
either (72). Observe that the elision of the possessum has no effect on the overtness
of the plural marker or possessive agreement; only the presence/overtness of the pos-
sessive marker is affected.24
(72) a
the
ti-é-i-tek
you-é-PL-POSS.2PL
‘your(pl) ones’
The lack of the overt possessive marker is thus plausibly just another instance of the
phenomenon in (72): since PLACE is silent, the possessive marker does not appear on
the surface either.25
6 Comparison with previous approaches
In the preceding sections I proposed a syntactic account of the morpheme order vari-
ation between (1) and (3), repeated here as (73) and (74).
(73) az
the
én
I
szem-*(em)-ben
eye-POSS.1SG-INE
‘in my eye’
(74) én-benn-*(em)
I-INE-POSS.1SG
‘in me’
The structure of Hungarian PPs has attracted significant interest (see Marácz 1986,
1989; Kenesei 1992; É. Kiss 1999; Creissels 2006; Hegedu˝s 2006; Asbury et al. 2007;
Asbury 2008; Trommer 2008; Rákosi 2010, 2012; Hegedu˝s 2013). While all of these
analyses mention that oblique pronouns bear agreement, and some of them propose
an explicit structural position for the agreement, too, these analyses focus on posi-
tioning case markers in the functional structure of PPs, and none of them addresses
the morpheme order variation between (73) and (74). With the (partial) exception of
Rákosi (2010) and Rákosi (2012), none of them assume that contemporary Hungarian
PPs have a genuine possessive structure either.26 Below I will compare my proposal
in more detail to three of the alternative analyses that appear most relevant for my
proposal.
24The status of the -é suffix is debated: it is analyzed either as a case marker of the possessor or as a
pronoun replacing the possessum. See Laczkó (2007), Bartos (1999, 2001) and Dékány (2015).
25Bartos (1999) and Bartos (2000) argue that the possessum and the possessive marker in (72) are co-
lexicalized by -é (i.e. they are fused and realized by one morpheme). This explanation could be extended
to PPs, too: one could argue that the possessive marker is invisible in PPs because PLACE and the Poss
head are co-lexicalized (by a null morpheme). I will not pursue this issue in detail here. The main point is
that the possessive marker appears only with an overt possessum, and PLACE is not an overt possessum.
26Hegedu˝s (2015) offers a diachronic study and argues that Hungarian PPs have grammaticalized from
possessive structures. Crucially, she assumes that present day Hungarian PPs do not have a possessive
structure anymore.
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6.1 Spencer and Stump (2013)
In a recent article Spencer and Stump argue that all morpho-syntactic approaches
to (74) have an “essential arbitrariness” (p. 1245) and so are “inevitably and inher-
ently flawed” (p. 1246). In their approach morphology is an autonomous component
of grammar. They use an inferential and realizational model of morphology called
Paradigm Function Morphology 2. Stripped to its essentials, their proposal is that
nouns in ordinary possessive constructions, caselike postpositions and case markers
all have the same agreement paradigm because “rules of person/number inflection . . .
apply indiscriminately to members of the natural class [-V]” (p. 1246).
They identify four main problems for syntactic analyses of (74). Firstly, there is
agreement on finite verbs, too, but this agreement is different from the agreement
found on possessed nouns, oblique pronouns, and caselike Ps. There is, however, no
reason to expect that subject-verb agreement with a pronoun and possessive agree-
ment with a pronoun will be phonologically identical. Verbal agreement features are
bundled together with the verb or a verbal functional head, while possessive agree-
ment features are bundled together with the noun or a nominal functional head. Just
because both types of agreement features may be valued by pronouns, no expectation
arises that they should have identical exponents.
The second argument against syntactic approaches is that the same morphology
(i.e. the possessive agreement paradigm) fulfills different functions. When the agree-
ment appears on a noun, it express the possessor’s person and number. When the same
agreement is on a caselike P, it expresses the person and number of the pronominal
complement. Finally, on case markers this agreement expresses “the pronoun’s in-
flection for that case” (p. 1209). I argued that case markers and caselike Ps also have
an underlying possessive syntax, so the possessive agreement paradigm does not ful-
fill different functions: in all the cases listed by Spencer and Stump, it expresses the
possessor’s person and number.
Spencer and Stump also consider it a major flaw of syntactic analyses that they
cannot explain the lack of agreement on oblique lexical nouns. I argued that this is
because the possessum does not agree with the φ-features of lexical noun possessors
in Hungarian, and so PLACE also does not agree for the φ-features of a lexical noun
Ground. In my analysis, in fact, it would be a problem if there was agreement on
oblique lexical nouns, too.
The last major problem with syntactic approaches, according to Spencer and
Stump, is that they cannot explain the allomorphy of the Elative, Illative, and Su-
peressive cases mentioned in fn. 6 (they are -ból/bo˝l, -ba/be, and -n/on/en/ön respec-
tively on R-expressions, while they have the longer versions belo˝l, bele, and rajt on
pronouns). Explaining contextual allomorphy, however, is not the task of a syntactic
analysis. Allomorphs and the contexts in which they are used are part of the vocab-
ulary entries of individual morphemes, they thus belong to the lexicon rather than
syntax. Given that whether or not a morpheme will have allomorphs and if so what
their distribution is going to be is unpredictable, putting this information in the lexi-
con is the right move.
I hope to have shown that a syntactic analysis of Hungarian oblique pronouns
and caselike Ps is not only possible, but it gives insights into the structure of PPs
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in general. Spencer and Stump’s own analysis, on the other hand, is weakened by
two sets of facts. They suggest that the same morphology (i.e. the possessive agree-
ment paradigm) applies to members of the natural class [-V]. However, Hungarian
infinitives may bear agreement (É. Kiss 1987; Tóth 2000), and when they do so, they
take the same paradigm as a possessum.27 Since Hungarian inflected infinitives are
not nominalized (for instance, they reject subordination by an adposition) and so can
hardly be characterized as members of the natural class [-V], Spencer and Stump’s
empirical generalization must be reconsidered. In addition, the purely morphologi-
cal analysis cannot give an explanatory account of the syntactic similarities between
possessive structures and oblique cases and caselike Ps discussed in Section 3.3.
6.2 Asbury (2008)
Asbury’s (2008) analysis uses the PP structure proposed by Svenonius (2006, 2010).
(75) [PathP Path [PlaceP Place [AxPrtP AxPrt [DP Ground-NP ]]]]
Case markers and caselike Ps are hosted in the Place and Path heads. AxPrt,
short for ‘Axial Part,’ is a functional head that has nominal properties. Agreement
on oblique pronouns arises because AxPrt is endowed with uninterpretable number
and person features that are checked with the Ground DP, the complement of AxPrt.
In most cases, AxPrt in Hungarian fuses with another node in the morphological com-
ponent, so there is no separate vocabulary item inserted under AxPrt. This is shown
by the ∅ symbol. The structure of pronouns bearing oblique case markers is shown in
(76b) (pronouns with a caselike P and lexical nouns with oblique cases or caselike Ps
also have this structure.)
(76) Asbury (2008:70)
a. o˝-benn-e
(s)he/it-INE-3SG
‘in him/her/it’
b.
The agreement features, marked with square brackets, are on AxPrt, but in the
linear string the agreement follows the case marker or caselike P sitting in Place or
Path. This is problematic, though, as AxPrt is lower than Place and Path, and so we
expect the agreement to precede the case marker or caselike P. Asbury (2008:69)
argues that the agreement ends up on the Place or Path element “because there is no
phonological material in Axial Part for the agreement morpheme to attach to.” It is
unclear, however, why the agreement does not simply attach to the Ground DP (apart
from the fact that this would yield the empirically wrong pronoun-agreement-case
27See É. Kiss (1987, 2001, 2002) for a possessive analysis of Hungarian infinitives, and Tóth (2002) and
Rákosi and Laczkó (2008) for counterarguments showing that the two constructions are demonstrably
different.
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order): as we have seen in fn. 20, stranded affixes that require a host simply lean onto
the element on their left; they never migrate across the element on their right.
Asbury’s analysis and my own share the assumption that there is a nominal ele-
ment in Hungarian PPs: AxPrt for her, PLACE for me. However, AxPrt and PLACE
are not just two different names for the same element, and our analyses differ in some
crucial respects. Let me start with a discussion of how AxPrt and PLACE are different.
Firstly, while AxPrt is said to have nominal characteristics, it is a functional P-head,
not a noun. PLACE, on the other hand, is a noun (albeit a light one) rather than a
P-head. Secondly, they have a different semantics: PLACE is the “physical space sur-
rounding” all of the Ground (Terzi 2010:197), while AxPrt identifies a “region . . .
based on the Ground element” and refers “to the front, back, top, bottom, sides, and
middle of an object” (Svenonius 2006:52). That is, the denotations of PLACE and
AxPrt are in a superset-subset relationship.28
Let me now turn to the differences between our analyses. Firstly, Asbury assumes
with Grimshaw (2000) that the functional projections of PP are still in the projection
line of N. In other words, AxPrt, case suffixes and adpositions are all in the extended
projection of the Ground NP. This is not the case in my analysis. The extended pro-
jection of the noun phrase ends at DP (or KP, where K hosts the structural cases
Nominative and Accusative, but crucially not spatial case markers or caselike Ps).
PLACE starts a new extended projection, that of the PP. Case markers and caselike Ps
are in Place and Path above PLACE, so they are not in the same extended projection
as the Ground NP.
Relatedly, in Asbury’s analysis the Ground is the complement of the lowest P-
head. In my analysis it is not the complement of any P-type head. Instead, it is the
complement of PLACE, which is a type of noun. In addition, in Asbury’s proposal
there is no real nominal element in spatial expressions beyond the Ground itself. In
the present analysis, on the other hand, PPs involve a binominal structure.
Most crucially, Asbury does not assume a possessive syntax to PPs. She takes the
Ground DP to be the object of the P (see p. 67, 75, a.o.) rather than a possessor. (Note
that being a functional P head, AxPart could not be possessed in the first place.) This
has the consequence that the parallels between PPs and ordinary possessive construc-
tions surveyed in Section 3.3 are unaccounted for. In addition, in that analysis it is
accidental that AxPart bears agreement features, and that the agreement markers in
PPs have the same exponence as the agreement markers in possessive constructions.
In the current analysis, it is crucial that there is a genuine possessive relationship
underlying PPs, and the parallels between PPs and possessive constructions fall out
without further ado. The presence of agreement in PPs is motivated by the underlying
possessive structure of PPs, and the fact that PP agreement is identical to possessive
agreement is predicted.
Finally, Asbury concedes that within the context of her own assumptions, “it re-
mains a problem why the full noun does not induce overt agreement on Axial Part”
28For this reason, Cinque (2010b) uses both: PPs are projected from the noun PLACE, with the Ground as
the possessor of PLACE, and AxPrt is one of the functional heads in the P-domain dominating PLACE. This
is also perfectly compatible with the analysis of this paper (see also Dékány 2011).
(i) [ Path [ Place [ AxPart [NP Ground(possessor) PLACE ]]]
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(p. 70). We have seen above that this fact is explained by my analysis because there
is no agreement with lexical noun possessors.
6.3 Rákosi (2010, 2012)
Rákosi’s research is couched in an LFG-framework and focuses on so-called snake
sentences (i.e. sentences of the type John saw a snake near him/himself ) involving a
caselike P in Hungarian. In standard Hungarian snake sentences involve a reflexive
(77a). However, many speakers also accept a pronoun in first or second person (77b).
(77) a. Lát-t-am
see-PST-1SG
egy
a
kígyó-t
snake-ACC
maga-m
self-1SG
mellett.
beside
‘I saw a snake beside myself.’
b. Lát-t-am
see-PST-1SG
egy
a
kígyó-t
snake-ACC
mellett-em.
beside-1SG
‘I saw a snake beside me.’ (Rákosi 2010:397)
Rákosi argues that sentences like (77b) are possible because the PP in these examples
has a complex internal structure. Specifically, it has a possessive structure: the case-
like P mellett ‘beside’ is the head of the structure, and the pronoun is its possessor.
At the core, my analysis shares the intuitions behind Rákosi’s proposal, but our
analyses differ in two important respects. Firstly, Rákosi suggests that the possessive
analysis of PPs is a marked option. All speakers have a simple, non-possessive lexical
entry for caselike Ps. Some speakers, however, also have a second lexical entry for
these Ps, one that has the possessive structure encoded in it. This second type of
lexical entry is available only if the Ground is a pronoun. I suggested that PPs have a
possessive structure for all speakers, regardless of whether the Ground is a pronoun
or a lexical noun. Secondly, we use the silent PLACE element differently. Rákosi
argues that the PLACE predicate is introduced within the lexical representation of the
postposition, and the syntactic possessum is the postposition itself. On the other hand,
I argue that PLACE is in the syntax: it is the possessum, and the postposition is in a
higher functional head in the PP.
To summarize, in this section I argued that contra Spencer and Stump (2013),
a syntactic approach to possessive agreement in PPs is both viable and superior to
a morphological approach. I have also discussed in detail how the present approach
is different from previous analyses. I hold that PPs have a possessive core in narrow
syntax; they are projected from a silent PLACE noun with the Ground merged as a
possessor. I will next turn to Accusative marked pronouns and the agreement that
appears with them.
7 Accusative pronouns
The focus of the discussion so far has been the contrast between the morpheme orders
in (78) and (79).
(78) a
the
sál-am-nál
scarf-POSS.1SG-ADE
‘at my scarf’
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(79) (én)-nál-am
I-ADE-POSS.1SG
‘at me’
(80) (te)-nál-ad
you-ADE-POSS.2SG
‘at you(sg)’
(81) (o˝)-nál-a
(s)he/it-ADE-POSS.3SG
‘at him/her/it’
As already mentioned before, Accusative pronouns, too, must bear possessive
morphology, but they contrast with oblique pronouns in two respects. Firstly, the
order of the case marker and the possessive agreement is the same as on referen-
tial nouns, and secondly, third person Accusative pronouns do not bear possessive
agreement. Instead, they are simply juxtaposed with the case marker (83).
(82) eng-em-(%et),
I-POSS.1SG-ACC
tég-ed-(%et),
you-POSS.2SG-ACC
mi-nk-et,
we-POSS.1PL-ACC
ti-tek-et
you-POSS.2PL-ACC
‘me, you(sg), us, you(pl)’
(83) o˝-t,
(s)he/it-ACC
o˝-k-et
(s)he/it-PL-ACC
‘him/her/it, them’
The explanation offered for oblique pronouns will not carry over to Accusative
pronouns for two reasons. Firstly, the same structure could not derive the differences
that we observe between the two kinds of pronouns. Secondly, Accusative is a struc-
tural case, and as such it is not associated with a PP structure. Instead, it involves
a simple KP topping off the DP (84). Accusative pronouns thus require a different
analysis than oblique ones.
(84) [KP [DP D [NP N ]] K(Acc) ]
The structure of Hungarian Accusative pronouns is treated extensively in Den
Dikken et al. (2001), Den Dikken (2004, 2006) and Den Dikken (2013). Accord-
ing to these analyses, Hungarian first and second person object pronouns project an
internally complex DP that has a possessive structure. Den Dikken (2004) argues that
within the object pronoun’s DP, the first and second person pronoun itself is a pos-
sessum that has a (possibly null) clitic possessor (85). As expected from a possessum
with pronominal possessors, the pronoun agrees with its possessor. This gives rise to
the obligatory possessive marking on first and second person Accusative pronouns.
(Third person pronouns project a simple, non-possessive DP. This accounts for the
lack of possessive agreement on them.) This is shown in (85) (from Den Dikken
2004:ex. (36)).
(85) a. [NP∗ CL[1sg] eng+em ]
b. [NP∗ CL[2sg] tég+ed ]
c. [NP∗ CL[1pl] mi+nk ]
d. [NP∗ CL[2pl] ti+tek ]
Den Dikken (2006) revises this structure and proposes that within the possessive
DP of the Accusative pronoun, the pronoun itself is the possessor, while the posses-
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sum is a defective noun that is silent with a plural possessor and -g with a singular
possessor.29 This accounts for the appearance of the mysterious -g element in en-g-
em ‘I-g-POSS.1SG’ (me) and té-g-ed ‘you-g-POSS.2SG’ (you.sg) but not in mi-nk-
et ‘we-POSS.1PL-ACC’ (us) and ti-tek-et ‘you-POSS.2PL-ACC’ (you.pl). The partial
structures of second person singular and plural Accusative pronouns are shown in
(86). The presence of the possessive agreement is accounted for because the posses-
sor is a pronoun, and a possessum agrees for the φ-features of pronouns.30
(86) Den Dikken (2006:ex. (25))
a. [FP [NP te ] [F ′ F . . . [NP -g ] 2SG
b. [FP [NP ti ] [F ′ F . . . [NP ∅ ] 2PL
What is common to the two versions of the analysis is that Hungarian first and
second person object pronouns are complex DPs that are internally structured as
possessed nominals. There is clearly more to be said about why this complex struc-
ture is necessary for Hungarian first and second person pronouns, and why én ‘I’,
te ‘you(sg)’, mi ‘we’, and ti ‘you(pl)’ cannot sit in the direct object position all by
themselves. However, the data do justify Den Dikken’s approach: to all intents and
purposes, first and second person object pronouns look like possessed nominals.
Den Dikken’s analysis can successfully capture a number of curiosities of Hun-
garian Accusative pronouns. Firstly, it explains the obligatory presence of the pos-
sessive agreement on the pronoun: there is a pronominal possessor in the structure,
and so the possessum agrees with it. Secondly, the analysis gives insight into why
the case marker itself is omitted in first and second person singular object pronouns.
Accusative case is obligatory on Hungarian objects, except if the object has a first or
second person pronominal possessor. In this case the Accusative case marker is freely
droppable.
(87) Nem
not
talál-om
find-1SG
a
the
könyv-et/*a
book-ACC/the
könyv.
book
‘I do not find the book.’
(88) a. Nem
not
talál-om
find-1SG
a
the
könyv-em-(et)/könyv-ünk-(et).
book-POSS.1SG-ACC/book-POSS.1PL-ACC
‘I do not find my/our book.’
b. Nem
not
talál-om
find-1SG
a
the
könyv-ed-(et)/könyv-etek-(et).
book-POSS.2SG-ACC/book-POSS.2PL-ACC
‘I did not find your(sg/pl) book.’
Finally, and most importantly for our purposes, this analysis also gives a natural ac-
count of the order of the case marker and the possessive agreement. First and second
person object pronouns in Hungarian are ordinary possessive structures; so the order
of the agreement and the case marker is correctly predicted to be identical to the order
in ordinary possessive object DPs (90), with the case following the agreement.
29See also Den Dikken (2013) for further development of this idea.
30The structures in (86) are reminiscent of the camouflage structures studied in Collins et al. (2008), where
‘your highness’ is a possessive structure with a pronominal possessor, and has the same meaning as ‘you.’
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(89)
(90) a
the
(mi)
we
fej-ünk-et
head-POSS.1SG-ACC
‘our head’
(91) mi-nk-et
we-POSS.1SG-ACC
‘us’
We can thus conclude that whenever possessive agreement unexpectedly appears on a
pronoun (be it in Accusative DPs or oblique PPs), it is because the relevant structure
has a hidden possessive core.
8 Conclusions
In this paper I sought to answer the following questions regarding Hungarian pro-
nouns bearing an oblique case or a caselike P. (1) Why is possessive agreement oblig-
atory? (2) Why is the order of case and agreement reversed with respect to ordinary
possessive structures? (3) Why is the pronoun optional in oblique PPs?
(92) (én)-to˝l-em
I-ABL-POSS.1SG
‘from me’
(93) az
the
(én)
I
sütemény-em-to˝l
pastry-POSS.1SG-ABL
‘from my pastry’
I argued that adopting a possessive structure for PPs, whereby the Ground is the
possessor of a silent PLACE noun, can successfully account for the questions raised
above. (1) In Hungarian the possessum agrees with its pronominal possessors, and
so the PLACE noun also agrees with its pronominal possessors, that is, pronominal
Grounds. (2) The order of the agreement and case are reversed in (92) and (93) be-
cause these agreements arise from two different possessive relationships: in (92) the
agreement is between PLACE and the Ground, while the agreement in (93) is inter-
nal to the Ground. (3) The pronoun is optional because pronominal possessors may
undergo pro-drop in the language.
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As for Accusative pronouns, they also bear possessive agreement, but unlike with
oblique cases and caselike Ps, Accusative case follows the agreement.
(94) eng-em-(%et)
I-POSS.1SG-ACC
‘me’
For these pronouns I adopted the approach of Den Dikken et al. (2001), Den Dikken
(2004) and Den Dikken (2006), which holds that Accusative pronouns have an under-
lying possessive structure. (94) thus has the same morpheme order as (93) because
there is a structural parallel between the internal structure of the Ground in (93) and
the internal structure of the pronoun in (94).
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